
Wow! 

CDC AND BIG TECH COLLUDED AGAINST JOURNALISTS - DR. NAOMI WOLF 
WAS ONE OF THEM – WE HAVE THE RECEIPTS 

CENSORSHIP RUN WILD

Dr. Naomi Wolf Available For Interview

BACKGROUND: America’s First Legal obtained the below emails through a lawsuit they 
brought against the CDC 

FINDINGS:
On May 10, 2021, Carol Crawford from the CDC press office sent an email stating the CDC’s 
intention to “establish COVID BOLO meetings on “misinformation’ and invite all Big Tech 
platforms to join the meetings.” Six days later, Ms. Crawford emailed Todd O’Boyle at Twitter 
asking him to participate in these “ BOLO Meetings” and gave him examples of tweets from 
misinformers from whom she was telling O’Boyle to censor on behalf of the CDC.

Journalist and best-selling author Naomi Wolf was targeted as one of these so called  
“misinformers a screen grab of a  tweet/thread of hers was used as an example in the BOLO 
Meetings emails that went out.
Dr. Naomi Wolf was permanently banned from Twitter days later.

BOLO is a law enforcement term for “be on the lookout” for criminal suspects. Clear evidence 
that the CDC considers American journalists criminals if they raise questions about the safety 
and effectiveness of the COVID-19 injections.

STATEMENT FOR DR. NAOMI WOLF:
“This morning I learned that our federal government violated the 1st Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution by directing Big Tech to censor and deplatform me as a citizen and journalist in 
their desperate attempt to control the COVID vaccine narrative on behalf of their Big Pharma 
donors. So much for the big lie that “social media companies are private companies not bound by
the First Amendment.”

https://www.aflegal.org/news/afl-lawsuit-reveals-damning-cdc-documents-proving-government-collusion-with-big-tech-to-censor-free-speech-and-promote-biden-administration-propaganda
https://www.aflegal.org/news/afl-lawsuit-reveals-damning-cdc-documents-proving-government-collusion-with-big-tech-to-censor-free-speech-and-promote-biden-administration-propaganda


The unavoidable truth is that social media companies are simply cut-outs for Washington D.C. 
big government bureaucrats, and I intend to pursue all legal remedies available to me to ensure 
this federal government abuse of American’s scared freedoms and Constitutional Rights is halted
and all Government officials, involved are held to account, which may well include personal 
civil liability.” 

 Dr Naomi Wolf’s Tweet Used in BOLO EMAIL

Email from CDC to Twitter ordering the censorship (6 days after basking to create a 
BOLO meeting)





Naomi Wolf appeared on THE WAR ROOM to discuss the targeting censorship and abuses of 1
st amendment rights 

Dr. Wolf’s Latest Best Seller
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